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The algorithms proposed by Villamayor and Kawanoue seperately and independently, toward resolution of

singularities in positive characteristic, consist of the following two steps: 1. Reduction of the general case to

the monomial case, and 2. Solution in the monomial case. While Step 1 is established in arbitrary dimension

(by Villamayor with Bravo and by Kawanoue with M.), Step 2 remains as the major problem for completing

the algorithms. In the monomial case, using the induction on the invariant, we are further reduced to the case

where τ = 1. Here Villamayor introduces the notion of the ”tight monomial” using Hironaka’s H-invariant, and

shows that, if we are in the tight (strong) monomial case, then we can actually resolve singularities following

the procedure dictated by the invariant Γ as in the classical setting. Therefore, at the end of the day, we are

nearly reduced to the problem of transforming the ”usual” monomial case into the ”tight” monomial case in

order to complete the algorithms. The paper by Benito–Villamayor provides a solution to thisnal problem when

the dimension of the ambient space is 3. The description of the procedure is quite simple, but not the argument

for the termination in BV paper. In our effort to ”translate” the BV method into our framework, Kawanoue

came up with a simple invariant, which effectively shows the termination. (All the ingredients in Kawanoue’s

invariant are already in BV paper.) We were happy that the invariant works, but we did not know why it works!

In an attempt to extend Kawanoue’s invariant to the case in dimension 4, I actually found a slightly different

invariant in dimension 3, which is constructed in a way more faithful to the original philosophy of Villamayor.

It also explains (to some extent :)) why Kawanoue’s original invariant works. The BIG drawback is that this

new invariant increases from time to time, going through the well-known ”Moh–Hauser” jumping phoenomena.

In order to show the termination of the procedure, we have to show that, even when it strictly increases, the

new invariant eventually decreases to the value lower than the original one after some more transformations.

Even with this drawback, I still believe that the new invariant opens up a new startegy to attack the monomial

case, and I would like to explain the mechanism of this new strategy in the talk. (I am very much hopeful in

dimension 4, even though their details would be kept as the top secret :))
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